Light weight radioisotope (LWR) 89 Sr and 90 Sr could be obtained from used rods in fission atomic plants. The economics of the disposal of nuclear bars indicate the convenience to develop added value applications. The difference in t 1/2 allows 89 Sr to deliver its energy at a rate 200 times higher than 90 Sr. A large emission number of low penetrating power particles in a short time characterize 89 Sr, which allows that these highly radioactive LWR involves a rather limited danger. Chemical similitude of calcium and strontium uptake has led to the use of 89 Sr in treatment of bone cancer metastasis.
Introduction
Fission of 235 U after its interaction with a neutron produces various fission fragments, including 90 Sr and 89 Sr but not at the same time. 89 Sr is produced at slightly less quantities with a higher activity ratio of about 166/1 than 90 Sr. 89 Sr and 90 Sr half-life differences and their yielding energy allow fitting specific designs for a large range of devices [1] . 90 Sr (138 Ci/g) [2] . If the cost to separate these radioisotopes from each other is avoided, they could be initially used based mainly in the activity of 89 Sr. Latter on the 89 Sr decay of 99% in one year allows a left-over of 1% of near uncontaminated 90 Sr, which could be useful for applications requiring much longer periods of time.
LWR in Therapeutics
The difference in t 1 Sr silicate, a solid, could be used in the form of near microscopic implants, that inserted in quantities related to the tumors size could have a slow but persistent effect on reducing the extend of metastasis [4] .
β-particle energy dissipates through the 5 eV stopping power per molecule of water. Since, 460 KJ/mol is the average energy of ionization, the mean energy of 1 MeV per each β-particle emitted by 89 Sr, allows a theoretical maximal ionization: 1. Sr may restrict its use, but it could be turned into a radioisotope of choice, because in less than 1 year its initial radioactivity became reduced to less than 1%, facilitating its disposal.
Innovative Radioisotope Light Generators
The medical market is rather small for the overall quantities of 89 Sr generated at nuclear facilities. However, if used as an alternative form of energy, its advantage could be a possible low prize which may be an incentive for the development of a consumption market.
Light weight radioisotope (LWR) could be used in innovative ways at scales much smaller than those of nuclear reactors. LWR could be engineered by contact the scintillator as a single chip, without moving parts: Radioisotope Light Generators (RLG). This one functions as a lamp which could be couple to a photovoltaic (PV) system to generate electricity RLG-PV. It is emphasized that these energy transducer devices play the role of long-lasting batteries.
Shielding Requirements According to β Energy
If a given scintillation thickness, does not totally eliminate the kinetic energy of the particles, and for example from 1 MeV retains only 0.01 MeV, its remaining effects would correspond to the decreased energy level shown on Table  1 . 89 Sr could be characterized as capable of a potent large emission number of low penetrating power. Hence, allowing protection by establishing a security distance for personal with adequate clotting. For large quantities, it could be used additional covering of unbreakable glass, a shield transparent to light emission. Storage for small amounts requires containers made of glass or aluminum, and depending of quantity cooling conditions.
Selection of Scintillator Shielding and Photon Emission Ranges
The scintillator-crystals [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] act as a shield by absorbing the kinetic energy of β-particles to reach an excited quantum state and return to its initial state through photon emission. The scintillator POPOP, which can be used solid or liquid as secondary photon emission (), also extends -emission to 410 nm in the violet of the visible spectrum ( Table 2) . Crystals with added Al 2 O 3 optimize light transmission and give a red shift of the emission spectrum. The omission of water in the engineering of the RLG crystals may decrease efficiency losses.
Thallium is very expensive, but a NaI crystal by addition of Tl in 1% -2% range increases by much the efficiency (Figure 1) . Addition of the scintillation substances listed as dimethyl POPOP, etc., could increase efficiency. High light production but is hydroscopic and may be convenient a covering of glass because is susceptible to humidity. Nogues [12] developed a fast, Radiation-Hard Scintillating silica glass through a sol-gel method, by doping organic materials in glass to prepare the scintillating glass. It is possible to dope organic scintillating materials into bulk inorganic glass used as matrix of low-melting lead-tin-fluorophosphates glass [13] [14] [15] [16] .
RLG Coupling with Photovoltaic Cells
The scintillator PbWO 4 stimulated by electricity rather than by β-particles has been used to manufacture electrically swtched light bulbes [9, 17] . Autoscintillator of crystals 89 Sr-WO 4 with dopants could be used to power electricity independent portable photovoltaic cells. Figure 2 indicates the convenience of using a scintillator mixture to obtain a better response for the β emitted at lower energy, dotting of the crystal like that with BaF 2 :PbWO 4 to increase maximal transmittance [18] .
RLG Nano-crystals, by size engineering, could be made to emit light at different  of the visible spectrum, corresponding acording to increasing their size, to violet, blue, green, orange, etc.
Discussion
Efficiency of photovoltaic cell (PV) has been highly improved and basically radioisotope light generator RLGlamp coupled to a PV system could be used to generate electricity: RLG-PV, and recharge batteries.
A light-transfer technology could be achieved by using the energy generated by a shielding/covering of the radioisotope with scintillator crystal. It is evaluated the feasibility to develop nuclear electric power sources, small reactors or batteries, operated by light-weight radioisotopes with a scintillation shielding (RLG). Advantages of light emitting systems could be easily transported and deployed and focalized. The engineering simplicity of RLG chips compares favorably with that of Radioisotope Thermo Generators (RTG) ( Table 3) . A technic for nano-sizing the RLG-crystal, whose engineering is based in contact, allows to crush a crystal to yield a powder. Thus, each i dividual speck continues to Table 3 shows that RLG may produce same amount of heat which is easily dissipated by a cooling system, whereas RTG requires heat accumulation to integrate a thermic potential, which turns instable and easily heat-deform RTG devices. n 
Comparative Advantages of Heat Transfer vs. Light Transfer of Electric Energy

Conclusions
The use of the radioisotope in Biological and Medical Science is extensive [19] . In-situ radiation treatments for replacing the therapeutic-radium on the treatment for prostate shrinking, skin cancer, etc., has involved the evaluation of the usefulness of many radioisotopes and as described 223 Ra can be replaced by 89 Sr. LWR do not generate a chain reaction could be engineered to interact by contact with scintillation substances, as a long time lasting energy source. Shielding without any other protection covering, could be achieved by absorbing the stopping power of the scintillator.
The stopping power of scintillators converts the kinetic energy of beta-particles into light and the decelerated particles into harmless electrons, which could not pollute the environment.
The radio-nucleotide generated light allows developing a lamp RLG that could not be turned off, but it could be displaced to direct the incidence of this scintillation light to photovoltaic cells.
Moreover, optical fibers are available for light conducting systems. The electricity generated in situ like a battery could operate electrical motors which do not need fuel for at least the half-life of the radioisotopes selected.
